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Shelburne Falls Trolley Museum
14 Depot Street
P.O. Box 272
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370

Motorman and Conductor Open Book RULES EXAM 2022
Open Rulebook (May 24, 2022) fill in blanks exactly as in the Rulebook, including any SPECIAL ORDERS
that are in effect at the time of your test. Check the Special Orders BEFORE taking your test!

1. The Rules contained herein have been adopted to take effect _____ ____,
_______, and will replace all existing Rules.
2. Conductors and _____________ are expected to have a copy of these Rules
available to them ___ _____ ________, and to study the same carefully and
often until they are ______________ ______________ with all of them.
3. A qualified Motorman must be at least ____ years of age. Any Motorman
under ____ years of age must be working with a Conductor over _____
years of age.
4. A qualified ____________ may take on the role of Motorman and
Conductor simultaneously. An Operator must be at least ____ years of age.
5. While on duty or subject to duty abstain entirely from the use of
___________ ____________, _________ and _____________ that might
adversely affect performance.
6. At the beginning of every work day and whenever there is a change of
____________ _____________, everyone involved must get together for
a______ _____________, where the specifics of the work to be done, as
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well as the safety aspects of the work, are _____________ and
___________.
7. No one may make ______________ or __________ repairs to any
equipment without authorization of the General Manager. The GM may
delegate this decision making to others as he deems appropriate.
8. Be _____________ _____________ with the Yard and Siding Diagram (see
last page), and _________ the directions of travel (eastbound and
westbound), and the names of the tracks. Know to ___________
_____________ by line pole number, and Turnouts by Turnout number.
9. Upon receiving a _______ signal, the operator of on-rail equipment must
make a quick but safe stop. On-rail equipment may __________ raised
STOP Signs as closely as they can without overrunning the STOP sign, but
_______ _______ ____________ past a raised STOP sign.
10.Before starting Car, Conductor must ascertain that it is _______ to move
Car. He must then signal Motorman with _____ ________. Motorman will
then also ascertain that it is safe to move Car. If it is safe, he will signal with
______ _________, release brake and proceed. If not safe, Conductor and
Motorman must resolve any safety issues and repeat this procedure.
11.When the Car is _____________ in the Car Barn or Shed, brakes should be
____________. The wheels should be __________, with at least two Trigs,
to prevent motion in either direction.
12.The Motorman should always have possession of the ___________
_______, or it should be locked up.
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13._______________ should not stick arms, hands or heads out of any Trolley
Car ____________. The Conductor should make sure that any windows
that are open are properly sitting on their latches.
14.Take reasonable _______ to prevent persons getting on or off ________
car.
15.___________ involving individuals, on-rail equipment, vehicles or private
property, no matter how slight, must be reported to the __________
___________ and other supervisors at once.
16.In case of any accident involving the Car, first ________________ the Car as
follows: 1) Shut off the Controller, 2) Bring the Car to a quick but safe stop,
3) Latch the brakes firmly, 4) _______ _______ the Canopy Switch.
17.Watch also for ________ alongside track and extinguish or call 911, as
deemed appropriate.
18.Before any electrical work is performed on the trolley wire, the supporting
spans for the trolley wire or on the Car, _________ the Trolley Power
Substation in the ______ condition.
19.If there is danger of ___________, return to Car Barn or Shed, remove
trolley pole from trolley wire, and SECURE Trolley ________ Substation (see
Rule 58). Operation may resume only when danger of lightning has passed.
20.At any Loading Platform equipped with a chain or gate at the edge, the
Conductor must _________ that the chain or gate is _________ when the
Car departs the Loading Platform.
21.When approaching areas where _________ or _________ might be on or
approaching the tracks, look in all directions and be prepared to stop to
prevent any collisions.
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22.Motormen must not pass over _____ __________ until they know that the
points are __________ lined.
23.The Car may not exceed the speed of a _______ _________ on the _______
________ between the frog of Turnout 1 and Pole 10 in either direction.
24.The Car may not exceed the speed of a _______ ________ on the ________
________ in either direction.
25.No on-rail equipment may exceed the speed of a _______ ________ on the
Stall ___ track, Stall _____ track, or while in Turnout _____ or Turnout
_____, in either direction.
26.No on-rail equipment may exceed the speed of a ______ ______ between
Pole _____ and the _________ in either direction.
27.___________ Operation consists of Trolley Car operations on the Stall ____,
House and Main Tracks, and Pump Car operations on the _________
_________.
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